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Directions: There will be at least one question on the exam for every topic listed in this study guide.
You are expected to use your textbook and notes to review all the units and chapters listed below,
concentrating on knowing well the topics listed in this guide. The exam will consist of a mixture of
multiple choice, true and false, and short answer questions. Ask Allah, the Most High, to help you do
well on the exam and follow it up by studying.

Unit A: Allah's Message and Messengers
Chapter 5: The Greatest King: The Story of Prophet Suleyman (17 Exam Questions)

Know the story of Prophet Suleyman and the Ant and the lessons that can be learned
from this event in his life.
Know the story of Prophet Suleyman's horses and the lessons that can be learned from
this event in his life.
Understand how in the story of the Prophet Suleyman and the ant, how the ant warning
his fellow ants shows the importance of community.
Recount examples of Prophet Suleyman's wisdom.
Recount some of the blessings that Allah bestowed on Prophet Suleyman.

Know 3 of the miracles that Allah (swt) gave Prophet Suleyman.
Know 3 of the miracles that Allah (swt) gave Prophet Suleyman.

Learn about the great characteristics, life and death of this messenger of Allah.
Identify Prophet Dawood as the father of Prophet Suleyman who was also a
prophet.

Understand the relationship between Prophet Suleyman, Jerusalem, and Al-Masjid Al-
Aqsa.

Know the 3 things Prophet Suleyman asked Allah to grant him when he built Bayt Al-
Maqdis.

Chapter 6: Bilqees: The Queen of Faith (4 Exam Questions)
Learn about the Queen of Saba', or Sheba.
Explore how the nation of Saba' came to Islam.

Know the contents of the letter that Prophet Suleyman sent to Queen Bilqees.
Recount the story of Prophet Suleyman and the Hoope.

Unit C: Islam Prevails over Arabia
Chapter 1: Prophet Muhammad Reaches out to Arabia and Beyond (3 Exam Questions)

Identify the nations that the Prophet, peace and blessings be upon him, invited to Islam
outside Arabia.
Relate the story of Abu Sufyan and Caesar.

Be able to cite at least 3 of the questions Caesar asked Abu Sufyan about the
Prophet.

Understand the hadeeth of the Prophet, peace and blessings be upon him, where he
commands us to convey to others on his behalf even if just one ayah.

Chapter 2: Khalid Ibn-ul-Waleed Embraces Islam (3 Exam Questions)
Learn about the events that came before Khalid's acceptance of Islam.

Know that Khalid Ibn-ul-Waleed fought against the Muslims at Uhud before he
accepted Islam.

Relate why Khalid Ibn-ul-Waleed was known as "Saifullah" or the Sword of Allah.
Chapter 3: Islam before kinship: The story of Ummu Habeebah (8 Exam Questions)

Understand that Quraysh broke the treaty of Al-Hudaybiyah.
Learn about Quraysh's attempts to salvage the treaty including Abu Sufyan's visit to
Madina.

Know that Abu Sufyaan was the leader of Quraysh and a notorious enemy of the
Prophet.  He spent much of his immense wealth in opposing the Muslims.  He led
the Quraysh armies against the Muslims in all the early major battles, including the
Battles of Uhud and al-Khandaq.
Know that Abu Sufyaan was the leader of Quraysh and a notorious enemy of the
Prophet.  He spent much of his immense wealth in opposing the Muslims.  He led
the Quraysh armies against the Muslims in all the early major battles, including the
Battles of Uhud and al-Khandaq.

Learn about and appreciate the story of Ummu Habeebah.
Gain insight into the visit of Abu Sufyan to Ummu Habeebah.

Be able to explain how Ummu Habeebah demonstrated that faith in Islam comes
before kinship.

Learn basic information about how a marriage contract is performed in Islam.
Be able to list the 4 requirements of a valid marriage contract.
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